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Q. What are the benefits to learning the violin or any musical instrument?
A. Being involved in private violin and group music lessons can increase a child’s mental,
emotional, and social development. Studies show that learning a musical instrument increases
a child’s cognitive abilities. While piano is a popular instrument for a child at an early age, violin
lessons allows the child to develop musical skills, such as ear training, memorization, motor
skills, and physical coordination, as well as important VALUES inside the classroom such as
attention to detail, cooperation, respect, patience and diligence through intentional and repetitive
practice. These translate to lifelong values in the real-world context of relationships, work ethic,
and conduct.
Q. When and how do I obtain a violin?
A. If your child is younger than 10 years old, you can wait until after the first few lessons to
obtain a violin. You can ask your relatives and friends if they know anyone who has a violin to
lend you. Otherwise, after a few lessons you can decide whether to buy a violin from a local
music store (we can remind you at that time). Buying a student violin can be affordable (even if
you are trying it out) and can range from $100 to 200 US dollars (excluding shipping rates) online websites such as amazon.com also sell violins. While responsibility of the quality of the
violin rests on the purchaser, Mendini and Cecilio violin models have generally been satisfactory
brands with some beginning students. You can also rent a violin from a local music store, such
as Long & McQuade & Cosmo Music for affordable prices, but it would be cheaper in the long
run to purchase a violin should your child continue the music lessons (we can guide you in the
purchase decision).
Q. How long does it take for a child or even an adult to learn their first song?
A. I have over 15 years of experience teaching students of various ages and levels, applying
unique learning methods customized to each student’s needs. How long it takes to learn their
1st song depends on their talent/ skill level as well as how much time and attention he/she puts
into practicing the exercises I would assign him/her for their homework. I expect the beginning
student to put in at minimum 4-5 days a week, 15-20 minutes per day of practice time. By
following my step-by-step instructions and practicing frequently, the average student (age 7 or
older) can expect to learn their first song after 4 lessons. Younger and less attentive students
may take longer to master the necessary violin technique, but I did have a bright 5-year old boy
who learned to play his 1st song only after 4 lessons! More importantly than rushing the
process is to build a solid foundation of good “mechanics”, left hand and bow positions, so that
the student can learn to make a great sound with ease for the long run!

Q. What if my child does not seem interested in violin or music lessons...does he/she have a
problem?
A. Parents should understand that every child has an innately different level of interest in music.
No blame or shame should be attached to this. We believe a significant part of a child’s interest
in music is genetic. However, their interest in music is also shaped by their ENVIRONMENT
and family background (such as whether they were raised with listening to music in the
background and whether accompanying traits of discipline and cooperation were encouraged).
Thus, one child may be passionate about music while another child wants to play sports any
day over practicing a musical instrument. Significantly increasing interest in music does not
develop overnight...it is an accumulation of months and years of exposure to music.
*To help with the student’s learning pace during lessons, I normally advise their parent that the
child should learn independently of their parents, with the parent observing at arm's length, and I
do not get them involved hands-on unless the student repeatedly cannot pay attention, behave,
or stay motivated (after a couple warnings), only upon which I’d ask the parent to intervene and
guide the child as needed.
Q. How do I encourage my child to practice his/her musical instrument?
A. Here are 4 ways to incrementally foster your child’s interest in music:
1. At least before the pandemic, it has been typical for a child to have several extra-curricular
activities, not to mention the bombardment of media, video games, and other technology,
thereby easily distracting the child and even causing attention deficit. I had a former student,
only about 7 years old at that time, who literally took about 10 different subjects (ballet, tap,
drawing, painting, paragliding, swimming, violin, piano, etc) all in one week! No wonder her
parents found it difficult for her to focus on violin! Life when I grew up was much simpler than
that, allowing the time to practice my musical craft ! The moral of the story is to PICK your
child’s “battles” (in this case, the musical instrument) so they can focus on them better, and
select at most A FEW other subjects that he/she can be allowed to “dabble” in.
2. Check in on your child’s practice session occasionally and COMPLIMENT them when you
hear/see that they have improved in a certain skill or song. Compliment them and even
REWARD them if they pick up the musical instrument (to practice) by themselves or increase
their practice duration without your goading or reminding them.
3. Try to frequently have music running in the background, whether in the car or at home while
they play or do chores. If you want them to grow to love classical music, have the classical
music station on, or if they play the violin, run violin music and if they are working on a specific
musical piece, encourage them to listen to a recording of that piece a few times so they have a
mental idea of how it should sound.,

4. Encourage them to PERFORM informally in front of their friends as well as their family- this
can motivate them to set a performance standard or goal to work towards.
5. While you should NEVER force your child to practice (or even worse, punish them if they
don’t, as this very well could result in them losing interest in even more), you can set
reasonable guidelines as to how much on average they should aim to practice (which depends
on their interest level, so this practice duration can vary with every child). Also, understand the
child’s tendency to practice or not: If they have an independent personality (I was like this as a
youth), they may want to decide on their own as to when and how much to practice. In this
case, it’s better to give them some space so they can feel good about picking up the instrument
when they do, and if they do, then you’ll feel good as well). Others are more social or
co-dependent, and may never or seldom practice unless you remind them or are actually there
with them. In this case, it’s fine to prod them to practice - otherwise, you may have to resort to
accepting that their lesson would be their practice session (which in and of itself, can still be
beneficial).
Q. How would you motivate my child’s interest in music through your violin lessons?
A. During the 1st couple minutes of the lesson, I have some small talk with the student to foster
a good teacher/student relationship. Praise and COMPLIMENTS (not negativity or threats) are
a prevalent teaching tool. For the younger students, if I see that the student is improving in a
skill or following instructions better, they get one point and/or sticker. If they have made a
significant accomplishment, such as memorizing a song, or master a skill, they receive a few
extra points. Once they collect a certain # of points or stickers, they can get a small reward or
discount towards the next lesson package. Also, I apply a special step-by-step method for
learning a song, which allows the student to feel like they’re progressing in an efficient manner,
no matter what their talent level. Furthermore, I walk them through their homework assignments
so that they can actualize the idea of practicing them. All these things help motivate them to
progress.
Q. What age do you teach?
A. It is typical to start learning the violin as early as age 6 (if you/they are serious about lessons,
then the earlier the better for the student) but whether it is a good idea for the child depends on
their level of interest, motivation, talent, and personality. If you find that they are extra talented,
pay attention to details relatively well, or have learned another instrument already (usually the
piano) for 6 months, then they can start violin lessons as early as age 5.
IF YOU HAVE ANY OTHER QUESTION, FEEL FREE TO CONTACT CALVIN DIRECTLY by
filling the Contact form @ https://cltsang.wixsite.com/calvin

